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USE OF CVD PHASE DIAGRAMS WITH APPLICATIONS
TO THE Ti-B-Cl-H SYSTEM, 1200K - 800K
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ABSTRACT
A simple method fur calculating multi-component gas-solid
equilibrium phase diagrams for chemical vapor deposition
is presented.

The method proceeds in three steps:

(CVD) systems

determination of

stable solid assemblages, evaluation of gas-solid stability relations,
and calculation of conventional phase diagrams using a new free energy
minimization technique.

The phase diagrams can be used to determine

1) bulk compositions and phase fields accessible by CVD techniques,
2) expected condensed phases for various starting gas mixtures
and, 3) maximum equilibrium yields for specific CVD process variables.
The three step thermodynamic method is used to calculate phase diagrams
for the example CVD system Ti-B-Cl-H at 1200K and 800K.

Examples of

applications of the diagrams for yi Id optimization and experimental
accessibility studies are presented a:id discussed.

Experimental veri-

fication of the TiB, + Gas/Gas phase field boundary at 1200K, H/Cl = 1
confirms the calculated boundary and indicates that equilibrium is
nearly and rapidly approached under laboratory conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is a process in which solid
material is deposited from the chemical reaction or thermal decomposition of one or more gas species in the immediate vicinity of a
solid substrate.

CVD processes are used commercially to make a

variety of materials including metals, nonmetals and refractory
compounds.

Some common commercial CVD reactions are the deposition

of Si by the H_ reduction of SiCl. (as used by the semiconductor
industry), the deposition of W by the H, reduction of WF,, and the
deposition of SiC from a mixture of H-, CH. and SiCl..

Pack cemen-

tation processes such as the boriding of steels are also CVD reactions.
They are generally continuous processes with the reactant gases
being mixed cold and then passed over a heated substrate where
deposition occurs.

Such reactions appear to involve rather simple

chemical changes; however, the chemistry and atomic deposition
mechanisms of CVD processes are complex.

Gas phase mass transport,

reaction kinetics, crystal growth .-nd thermodynamic factors all
play important roles.1 2
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When analyzing a prospective CVD reaction, the first questions to
be answered are:

Is the reaction possible?. If so, what are the

maximum yields to expect?
used?

What reactant gas composition should be

Can the yield be improved by changing reactant gases?

If the

reaction is not possible, will a different choice of reactant gases
make it possible?

These questions can be answered by considering

thermodynamic factors; therefore, a thermodynamic analysis should
be the first step in analyzing any CVD reaction.

Most CVD processes

are continuous and there can be little doubt that at best they only
approach equilibrium and under some conditions, not too closely.
Nevertheless, thermodynamic (equilibrium) calculations have proven
useful in predicting condensed phases in many CVD systems. 2-12
In general, there are numerous gas and solid compounds present
in a CVD system, and the chemical equilibria are quite complex.
Historically, the early calculations considered free energy changes
in only one simple reaction (See for example Ref. 11). Today,
however, with the ever improving availability of thermochemical
data and computational techniques, the problem of an equilibrium
analysis of multicomponent, heterogeneous systems has become more
tractable.

Several authors have adopted existing computer codes
2 3

for equilibrium calculations in various CVD systems, ' but these
codes tend to perform unpredictably and require users with considerable computer experience.
procedure is presented below.

A new and simpler computational
This procedure is introduced with

the goal of providing a powerful thermodynamic tool for the casual
computer user.
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A major problem with past studies has been the frequent practice
of expressing the results of equilibrium calculations as "CVD phase
diagrams."

In these diagrams of which there are several forms, one or

more atomic ratios are typically held constant in an effort to construct
a two-variafcle diagram that is valid for systems of four or more components.

Such diagrams hinder visualization of phase relationships for

the system as a whole, and they often do not obey the Gibbs phase rule,
thus making it difficult to interpret experimental data for CVD systems.
The results obtained in the present study are presented systematically
14
using true phase diagrams which obey the Gibbs phase rule.
In this
way, experimental evidence can be presented to support the theoretical
predictions of the positions of phase field boundaries.

In addition to

showing phase stability information, the phase diagrams are used to
assess equilibrium yields and the feasibility of obtaining a desired
phase(s), allowing that experimental restrictions are placed on CVD
systems by the choice of input qases.
The computational and graphical procedures developed in this study
are demonstrated with applications to the quaternary system Ti-B-Cl-H.
Chemical vapor deposition in the Ti-B-Cl-H system is used for commercial
production of the refractory, hard compound TiB, by the H
of TiCl and B C l j . ' ' '
1 1

4

1 3

1 5

1 6

2

reduction

The compound TiB has many potential
2

uses as a refractory material, for erosion and wear resistant coatings,
and as an electrode coating for Hall-Heroult aluminum reduction
17 18
cells. '
Phase diagrams for this system are calculated at 1200K
and 800K.

Experimental verification using TiCl , BC1, and H
4

2

source

gases is presented for important calculated phase boundaries at 1200K.
Applications of the diagrams to practical problems, including experimental restrictions on source gases, are discussed.
7

EQULIBRIUM CALCULATION PROCEDURES
The method for CVD equilibrium calculations presented below
proceeds in three steps:

determination of equilibrium solid phase

assemblages; evaluation of solid - gas stability relations; and
calculation of phase diagrams.

Examples from the Ti-B-Cl-H system

at 1200K to 800K and 0.84 bar total pressure (8.4 x 10
each step of the procedure.

pa) illustrate

The sources of the thermochemical data

for the gas species and solid compounds considered ii> the calculations are summarized in Table 1.

These data are almost identical to
13
those used in a recent thermodynamic study of this system.
Stable Solid Assemblages
Several solid compounds are typically present in systems of
interest for CVD applications.

Calculations of the standard Gibbs

free energies of reactions over the temperature ranges of concern
predict the individual compounds (assemblages) that are permitted
in a thermodynamic sense.

The stable solid assemblages for most

CVD systems can usually be determined by consideration of a relatively small number of reactions.

The standard Gibbs free energies

for a set of fundamental reactions for solids in the Ti-B-Cl-H system
at 1200K and 800K are given in Table 2.
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TABLE 1
SOURCES OF THERMODYNAMIC DATA FOR CALCULATIONS
IN •SHE Ti-B-Cl-H SYSTEM, 1200 to 80OK
GAS SPECIES

SOURCE*

3

H

BC1

1

H

BC1

2

Ti

1

BC1 H

1

TiCl

1

BC1

1

TiCl

2

1

BH

1

TiCl

3

1

1

TiCl

4

1

B

2

2

BH

B

2

1

2

B C1
2

4

B

2 6

B

5 9

B

10 14

H

H

ci

H

2

HCl

1

2

1

3

B H

*1.

SOURCE*

.(-•

GAS SPECIES

SOLID

SOURCE*

1

B

1

1

Ti

1

1

TiB

4

1

TiB

2

5

1
1

JANAF Thermochemical Tables 2nd Edition, D. R. Stull and H. Prophet
eds., U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
(1971).

2.

JANAF Thermochemical Tables, 1974 Supplement, (1974).

3.

JAHAF Thermochemical Tables, 1975 Supplement, (1975).

4.

Thermochemical Properties of Inorganic Substances, I. Barin and
0. Knacke, Springer-Verlag, New York, NY (1973).

5.

Thermochemical Properties of Inorganic Substances, Supplement,
1. Barin, O. Knacke, and 0. Kubaschewski, Springer-Verlag, (1977).
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TABLE 2
GIBBS FREE ENERGIES O F REACTION FOR SOLID
ASSEMBLAGES IN THE Ti-B-Cl-H SYSTEM, 1200K and 800K

<K,

REACTION*

(1) Ti + 2B = TiB,

tkcal)

, 1200K '

* R ,, 800K
G

{

-72.792

-72.991

(2) Ti + B = TiB

-37.338

-37.036

(3) TiB + B = T i B

-35.454

-35.956

-1.883

-1.080

2

(4) T i B , + Ti = 2TiB

k

c

a

l

)

X

*A11 Ti-Cl condensed phases are unstable at 1200K-800K.
The data in Table 2 indicate several important conclusions about
solid-solid stability relations for the example system.
for reactions

The results

(1) and (2) imply that T i B , and TiB are stable by them-

selves, and that Ti and P, while stable individually, are unstable in
each others presence.

The results for reactions (3) and (4) indicate

that the assemblages TiB + B and TiB, + Ti are unstable, but that
TiB

2

+ B, TiB + Ti, and TiB. + TiB are stable assemblages.
From these elementary considerations, we would predict phase

diagrams for the Ti-B-Cl-H system at 1200K-800K containing the
following stable assemblages:

10

(1)

B

(2)

TiB

2

(3)

TiB

2

(4)

TiB

2

(5)

TiB

+ B

+ TiB

(6)

TiB + Ti

(7)

Ti

Solid-Gas Stability Relation!
The second step of the procedure is to examine the stability of
the solid assemblages in the presence of a gas phase.

This is accom-

plished by calculating equilibrium constants for solid-gas reactions
over the temperature range of interest and expressing the results on
stability diagrams showing- the stability of solid assemblages with
respect to fugacities {or partial pressures) of specified components.
Techniques for construction of stability diagrams have been thoroughly
discussed elsewhere and the calculations required are easily performed
19
with a desk calculator.
Stability diagrams for the example system at 1200K and 800K can
be constructed in terms of fugacities f_. and f_ since B-Ti phases are
the only stable solids.

The results for calculations at 1200K are

given in Figure 1 where stability limits for B, TiB,» TiB, Ti, and a
gas phase containing Ti and B components are expressed as functions of
log f

T i

and log f .
Q

Fugacity constraints imposed by the assemblages

-15.0-

B
u

T1B2

Ul

«

-20.0-

s

GflS

T,IB
•£
IH

13

TI

-25.0-

Fie.

Stability diagram for condensed
Ti-B phases at 1200K.
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B + TiB,, TiB, + TiB, and TiB + Ti are represented by boundary lines
between stability fields for the respective solid phases.

The fugacity

constraints corresponding to B + Gas (0^ , B + TiBg + Gas (1^) , TiB +
2

Gas ( U ) , TiB + TiB + Gas (I >, TiB + Gas ( 0 ) , TiB + Ti + Gas ( I ) ,
2

2

2

3

3

and Ti + Gas (U^) are of special interest in CVD applications and have
been summarized in Table 3. 'The 800K stability diagram has a phase
configuration and geometry similar to that of Figure 1; it can be constructed from the data in Table 3.
Calculation of Phase Diagrams
The above procedures provide a solution, albeit abstract, to the
equilibrium problem frequently faced in CVD research.

In a strictly

thermodynamic sense Figure 1 is a phase diagram for solid-gas equilibrium.

For practical purposes, however, a more practical expression

of the phase relationships - especially those corresponding to U^, U »
2

U,, U., I,, I,, and I, - in terms of bulk compositions in the Ti-B-Cl-H
system would be desirable.
The qualitative character of a more practical phase diagram can
be sketched from the results obtained in the above steps.

This has

been done in Figure 2 which shows an idealized section cut through the
Ti-B-Cl-H tetrahedron at some fixed H/Cl ratio.

Figure 2 can be '.on-

structed from a knowledge of the stoichiometry of the solid phases
involved, the data presented above for stability relations, and the
phase rule.

For a four component system the phase rule (F = C - P + 2)

at fixed temperature and pressure becomes
F = 4 - P

12

(1)

TABLE 3
FUGACITY CONSTRAINTS FOR SOLID-GAS EQUILIBRIA
IN THE Ti-B-Cl-H SYSTEM AT 1200K and 800K
ASSEMBLAGE
U, : B + Gas
1

EQUILIBRIA*
B = 3
(c) (g)
Log f = -16.39
B

0 : TiB, + Gas
2

U

2

Q

TiB, = Ti + ?.B
(c)' (g) (g)
Log f
+ 2 Log f
T i

U,: TiB + Gas

100

0

B

K

)

-28.49

f

= -58.98

( 8 0 0 K )

( 1 2 0 Q K )

,

- (800K)
05

TiB = Tl + B
(c) (g) (g)
Log f
+ Log f
-61.74
T ±

= -36.14

B

(12O

0K)'

( 8 Q 0 K )

0.: Ti + Gas

Ti = Ti
(c) (g)
Log f
=•- - 1 2 . 9 4
T i

I,: B + TiB, + Gas

B

( 1 2 0 0 K )

( 8 0 ( ) K )

( 8 0 Q K )

TiB- = Ti + 2B, TiB = Ti + B
(cr (g) (g) (c) (g) (g)
Log f
= -13.29
, -23.42

( 8 0 Q K )

T i

L

3

( 8 0 Q K )

, -43.07

T

I : TiB + Ti + Gas

, -23.3.3

B = B, TiB, = Ti + 2B
(c) (g) (c)
(g) (g)
Log £ - -16.39
, -28.49
Log f . = - 2 6 . 2 0

I,: TiB, + TiB + Gas

U 2 0 Q K )

( 1 2 0 0 K )

( 1 2 0 0 K )

? . ? : ? ?'? i ? '.'."! : ^?°?K)
9

f

2

5

i2o

K

8

3

TiB = Ti + B, Ti = Ti
<c) (g) (g) (c) (g)
Log f - - 1 2 . 9 4
, -23.13
T 1

Log f

B

{ 1 2 0 0 K )

= -23.19

( 1 2 0 0 K )

, -38.61

( a o O K )

( 8 0 0 K )

*All Data assume unit activity for solids,
c = condensed phase
V = gas species
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where F is the number of degrees of freedom, C is the number of components (4)/ and P is the number of phases in an equilibrium assemblage.

This expression applies to the tetrahedron but reduces to
(2)

F = 3
for a triangular section at fixed H/Cl, within which the effective
number of components is reduced by one.

Ti • Q - (.. - I

HMO! i P
FIXED H/Cl

Fig. 2.

Schematic section of the Ti-B-Cl-H
quaternary phase diagram at fixed
temperature, pressure, and H/Cl ratio.

The triangular section in Figure 2 is everywhere consistent with
(2):

the single phase Gas region corresponds to two degrees of freedom;

the two-phase portions of the diagram (B + Gas, TiB, + Gas, TiB + Gas,
and Ti + Gas) correspond to one degree of freedom represented by univariant gas compositions U,, u,,,0,, U.; and the three-phase portions
of the diagram {B + TiB, + Gas, TiB, + TiB + Gas, and TiB + Ti + Gas)
have zero degrees of freedom, corresponding to invariant compositions

14

I,, I,, and I,.

It should be noted that invariant and univariant con-

ditions within a triangular section become respectively univariant and
divariait within the tetrahedron.
It is clear that the simple calculations performed up to this
point and incorporated via the phase rule in a diagram such as Figure 2
provide a very useful qualitative aid for visualizing the Ti-B-Cl-H
system.

Figure 2 indicates that a TiB, + Gas volume exists within the

ri-B-Cl-H tetrahedron and that it is bordered by assemblages containing
B + TiB, + Gas, TiB- + TiB + Gas, and Gas.

It is also evident that gas

phase compositions for TiB, + Gas are less constrained than those of
bordering assemblages.

We do not know the precise location of the

TiB, + Gas volume, but because sufficient thermochemical data for
gaseous species in the Ti-B-Cl-H system are available, its location
can be determined by methods described below.

Even without the benefit

of adequate thermochemical data. Figure 2 would greatly facilitate the
experimental determination of the phase diagram at select H/Cl values.
Calculation of the positions of phase fields in Figure 2 requires
determinations of bulk Ti-B-Cl-H gas compositions compatible with the
constraints for a,, U,, U,, U., I., I,, and I, (Table 3) and lying on
triangular sections at H/Cl values of interest.

For these purposes,

it is necessary to compute the equilibrium distributions of gaseous
species in Ti-B-Cl-H mixtures as a function of temperature, pressure
and H/Cl.

Techniques for equilibrium calculations in CVD systems were
2
recently reviewed by Spear.
He notes that numerous methods have been
used but that all techniques are based on the earlier methods of
Brinkley

or White et al.

15

The method of Brinkley is based on equilibrium constants for
dominant reaction equilibria at the bulk composition of interest.
This approach requires simultaneous solution of non-linear equations,
and it is difficult to formulate the method in a computer code that is
sufficiently general to be applicable to different systems or to
greatly different bulk compositions within the seme system.

The latter

shortcomings often necessitate frequent rewriting of the code for each
new system or bulk composition.

The method of White et al. is a simple

and direct free energy minimization technique that can easily be coded
in a general manner applicable to any bulk composition in any chemical
system of interest.

It also has the advantage of reducing the problem

to one cf solving simultaneous linear equations.
The method of White et al. was originally developed for homogeneous
22 2*-i
gas phase equilibria calculations. Eriksson ' " extended the method
to condensed phases including condensed solutions.

SOLGASMIX, the

computer program for the extended method, is relatively complicated for
the casual computer user, and it requires substantially more core and
time than do codes based on the initial method of White et al. for gas
phase calculations alone.

These additional complexities arise from

involving condensed phases directly in the calculations.

Unfortunately,

most problems that are complicated enough to demand computerized thermodynamic calculation tend to be those involving multiphase equilibria.
To avoid the problems involved in treating condensed phases
directly in the calculation, the original technique of White et al.
could be used by starting at the H + CI apex of a triangular section
and calculating gas phase equilibria for progressively B - and Ti richer bulk compositions.

16

The equilibrium species distribution would

be calculated by free energy minimization at each bulk composition
point subject to the constraints of temperature, total pressure, and
mass of each elemental component implied by the bulk composition.

The

values of f_j and f„ would be noted at each step and compared with the
values in Table 3.

The critical bulk compositions corresponding to

U., U-, U,, U., I,, I,, and I, could be obtained in this manner but
only at the cost of considerable time and effort.
The critical compositions can be obtained precisely and directly
04
using a method developed by the second author.
The method is an
adaptation of that originally developed by White et al. for gas phase
equilibrium calculations.
appendix.

A derivation of the method is given in the

The esrential feature of the technique is the option to

replace one or more mass balance constraints with one or more fixed
chemical potentials (or fugacities) for select species.
In the present system, appropriate values of f„. a. 3 f

from

Taf-le 3 were uced in place of mass balance constraints for Ti and B.
The solutions obtainod give the gas phase speciation consistent with
temperature, pressure, H/Cl, f_., and f

chosen for the calculation.

Bulk amounts of Ti and B are added or substracted during the calculations as required by the f_,. and f„ constraints at the temperature,
pressure and H/cl of interest.

Hence, the bulk gas compositions

corresponding to U., U,, U,, U„, I,, I,, and I, can be calculated
directly and precisely from the critical fugacity data in Table 3.
This method of calculation literally maps along the U., U_, ... etc.
curves in one sweep guided by f„. and f_ input data.

The phase dia-

gram is determined in an efficient manner without the complications
and expense of treating condensed phases explicitly in the calculation.

17

Solid solutions can be handled by adjusting the fixed fugacities
as required by the activities of components in the solids.

Non-ideality

in the gas phase is treated in the code by a corresponding state version
of the Redlich - Kwong equation.

This extra consideration proved

unnecessary for the calculations reported here; it may, however, become
necessary for calculations near critical points.
The calculation procedure described hare has been coded to run
on the CDC 6600 NOS time-sharing system at Sandia Laboratories.

Equi-

librium is generally obtained in 10 or less iterations regardless of
initial values as long as the restrictions listed in the appendix are
satisfied.

The calculations for the phase diagrams presented below

were carried out in a few hours in one afternoon.

The rapid ard con-

venient nature of the calculation procedure allows the user extra time
for the worthwhile task of finding and evaluating thermochemical input
data.
Ti-B-Cl-H PHASE DIAGRAMS
Phase diagrams for the Ti-E-Cl-H system were calculated at 1200K
and 800K at our laboratory atmospheric pressure of 0.84 bar (8.'! x 10
Pa).

Three triangular sections of the tetrahedron were plotted at

each temperature:
Ti-B-H face.

The Ti-B-Cl face, a section at H/Cl = 1.0 and the

These sections are shown in Figures 3a-e.

The Ti-B-H

face is for graphical purposes identical at 1200 and 800K.
I., I_, and I, at 1200 and 800K are listed in Table 4.

Values for

The transition

is smooth between sections for different H/Cl ratios at constant
temperature and pressure and intervening triangular sections can be
interpolated.

The B + Gas, TiB + Gas and Ti + Gas fields are extremely

narrow bands.

For practical CVD purposes, they can be ignored.

18

The

TABLE 4

VALUES FOR I,, I,, I, IN THE Ti-B-Cl--H SYSTEM AT
0.84 BAR ',8.4~x 10* Pa) (VALUES IN ATOMIC PERCENT)
H/Cl RATIO

JL

(1200K)
J

l

2

J

X

3

1

Ti
B
CI
H

1.65 X 1 0 "
25.00
75.00

Ti
B
CI
H

24.29
1.64 x 1 0
75.71

Ti
B
CI
H

24.44
6.43 X 1 0
75.56

Ti
B
CI

2.41 X 1 0
25.00
75.00

5

- 1 1

- 1 2

(800K)
- 7

H

2

Z

J

3

Ti
B
CI
H

22.36
3,61 x 1 0
77.64

Ti
B
CI
H

22.61
1.02 x 1 0
77.39

_

- 1 8

- 1 8

-6
5.25 X 10"
13.34
43.33
43.33
13.92
1.56 x 10'-10
43.04
43.04
14.00
-11
4.33 X 10'
43.00
43.00

-8
9.22 X 10"
14.36
42.82
42.82
12.82
•16
2.06 X 10"
43.59
43.59
12.97
7.32 x 10"-17
43.51
43.51

_2-

3.73 x 10
5.56 x 10
100.00
3.07 x 10
1.94 x 10
100.00
6.77 x 10
8.78 X 10
100.00

3.73 x 10
5.56 X 10

—
100.00
3.07 X 10
1.94 x 10
100.00
6.77 X 10
3.78 x 10
100.00

Fig. 3.
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Calculated Ti-B-Cl-H phase diagrams
at 0.84 bar total pressure, a) 1200K,
H/Cl = 0, b) 1200K, H/Cl = 1, o) 1200
and 800K, H/Cl = », A) 800K, H/Cl = 0,
e) 800K, H/Cl = 1. Axes are marked at
10% intervals. Filled circles indicate
calculated points on U2.

tl - 1 . H

mime
6.HIAI
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TiB + Gas field is the main phase field of interest since TiB, is the
2

desired condensed phase and a schematic three dimensional view of this
field at 1200K is shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4.
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On the Ti-B-Cl face, it is roughly

TiB. + Gas phase field at 1200K.

triangular in shape (Figure 3a) and at higher H/Cl ratios it becomeB
narrower and converges to a line on the Ti-B-H face of the tetrahedron
(Figure 3 c ) .

The TiB, + Gas field behaves in the same manner at BOOK

(Figure 3c-e).
TiB

2

The only difference is a slight curvature change in the

+ Gas/Gas phase field boundary ( U ) •
2

GAS SPECIES ALONG THE TiBj + GAS/GAS
PHASE BOUNDARY IN THE Ti-B-Cl-H SYSTEM
Figure 5 illustrates speciation in the gas phase of the T i B
portion of the 1200K phase diagram at H/Cl = 1.

2

+ Gas

The speciation is

expressed as log partial pressures of the main species in gases with a
range of bulk compositions identified by filled circles on the calculated TiB, + Gas/Gas boundary in Figure 3b.
expressed as log B/Ti in Figure 5.

The bulk compositions are

The calculations included all 22

gas species listed in Table 1 but only those with partial pressures
-4
bar (10 Pa) are shown in Figure 5.

greater than 10

LOB B/TI
Fig. 5.

Calculated partial pressures of major gas
species along the 1200K TiBo + Gas/Gas
boundary for H/Cl = 1 ( u in Figure 3 b ) .
2
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The trends shown in Figure 5 continue at higher and lower B/Ti
approaching 1^ and I

2

respectively.

At I,, the gas phase consist

almost entirely of H , HC1, BC1,, and BC1-H; all Ti-species approach
2

zero concentrations.

At low B/Ti, near l_, the gas phase is predomi-

nantly TiCl , TiCl , H , and HC1.
4

3

2

The major gas species along the TiE,/Gas boundary at 1200K for
H/Cl = 1 (Figure 3b) are B C 1 , BCljH, TiCl
3

5).

TiCl , HC1, and H

4>

3

All other species are of minor significance.

2

(Figure

As H/Cl increases

and the Ti-B-H face of the tetrahedron (Figure 2) is approached, all
Cl-containing species (including those of Ti) decrease, and the major
species become B H , B H , and H
2

and H.

3

2

with minor B H,, B-H„, B^H.., BH, B-,
2

Gases become progressively depleted in Ti as H/Cl increases.

At lower H/Cl near the Ti-B-Cl face/ H-containing species become
increasingly unimportant, and the major species are BC1,, B C1., BC1,,
2

TiCl., TiCl , and TiCl, with minor and trace CI,, BC1, B-, TiCl, and B.
3

The gas speciation patterns summarized above for 1200K remain
essentially unchanged at 800K.

Figure 5 redrawn for 800K shows the

same major species in the same relative amounts.
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
The calculated Ti-B-Cl-H phase diagram shows that Ti, TiB, TiB,
and B are all stable as condensed phases at 1200K and 800K for appropriate bulk compositions.

As will be discussed later, not all of the

phase fields on the diagram can be attained by the experimentalist.
For this reason, the only condensed phases possible in practice are
TiB

2

and B; and B is condensed only at very high B/Ti ratios.

the only phase boundary which can be experimentally determined
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In fact,

accurately is the TiB + Gas/Gas boundary ( U ) . Therefore, an attempt
2

2

was made to determine the position of this boundary at 1200K and
H/Cl = 1.
Procedure
The CVD reactor used was a 6.5 cm x 37 cm long fused silica tube
and has been described in detail elsewhere.

'

The reactant gases

TiCl., BC1,, H, and HC1 were preheated to 573K by passage through a
mixing chamber before being brought into the reactor.

The substrate

was heated with an EF generator and temperature was controlled at 1200 +
5K with a type S thermocouple inserted into the susceptor.

Both sub-

strates (2.5 cm x 3 mm discs) and susceptor were Poco AXF-5Q graphite.
Gas flow rates were measured with Teledyne-Hastings mass flow meters
and were repeatable with a minimum precision of +_ 5% relative.

TiCl.

was metered with a Sage 220 syringe pump which had a measured accuracy
of + 2%.

Total run time, defined as the actual flow time of r-sactant

gases, was 20 minutes.

The total gas flow rate was 500 ml/m or less.

The reactants were used as received without further purification or
drying.
H

2

The seated purity levels were:

TiCl. > 99.. i, BC1, >^ 99.9%,

> 99.999% and HC1 > 99.0%.
The presence of a TiB- coating was detected using visual, x-ray

diffraction and weight gain measurement techniques.
to be the most useful of these techniques.

Weight gain proved

Weighing precision was

determined to be + 0.0005 gm by making several runs using only H_ and/
or HC1 as input gases.

A conservative detectability limit was, there-

fore, chosen as 0.001 gm and weight gains less than this were ignored.
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Results
The TiB + Gas/Gas boundary as determined at 1200K, 0.64 bar
2

(8.4 x 10

Pa), and H/Cl = 1 iB shown in Figure 6.

Filled circles

represent CVO conditions where single phase (as determined by x-ray
diffraction) TiB, was obtained.
where no deposit was obtained.
on the diagram as a solid line.

Unfilled circles represent conditions
The calculated boundary (U-) is shown
The small filled circles on the line

represent actual calculated points.

The agreement between the experi-

mental and calculated boundary is excellent.

The experimental boundary

may be located slightly to the left of the calculated boundary but this
shift could be no more than ~ 1 % HC1 (See Figure 6 ) .

Fig. 6.
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Experimental verification of the
calculated TiB2 + Gas/Gas boundary
(U2) . Large filled circles represent
CVD conditions where TiB2 deposits
were observed, unfilled circles represent conditions where no deposits
were observed. Smaller dots correspond
to calculated points along U2 in Figure 3b.

Since this experimental system is not a closed system, the most likely
cause of the minor disagreement between theory and experiment is
reaction kinetics.

The open or flowing system obviously approaches

but does not reach equilibrium.

As the Gas field boundary is approached

in the TiB + Gas field, supersaturation of TiB approaches zero and
2

2

the deposition rate also approaches zero.

Precise determination of

the phase boundary would, therefore, require very long reaction times
and very low tlow rates or a closed system experiment.

Since the

purpose of presenting the method is for practical applications,
realistic CVD conditions were used.

The results indicate that not

only are the thermodynamic calculations correct, but they are applicable to actual CVD conditions.

This experimental determination, to

the best of the authors' knowledge, represents the first time the
position of a calculated phase field boundary has been unquestionably
verified for a four component CVD system.
APPLICATION OF THE PHASE DIAGRAMS
yield Estimation
The calculated diagrams as presented in Figure 4, can be applied
in several ways.

Since they are true phase diagrams, tie lines lie in

the plane of the diagram and equilibrium or theoretical yields can be
obtained in a straightforward manner by constructing a tie line through
the reactant gas bulk composition. 14 Examples of tie line construction
are illustrated for two phase regions in Figure 2.

The endpoints of

the tie line give the gas and solid compositions at equilibrium, and a
simple application of the lever rule gives the equilibrium yield of
the product, TiB,.

No other yield calculations are necessary as with
2
previous other types of "CVD phase diagrams."
This graphical method
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can be used to calculate equilibrium yields, e.g., the maximum
theoretical efficiency for any bulk reactant gas mixture.
Experimental Accessibility
A second and more useful application of the diagrams is as an aid
in the understanding of experimental restrictions on the CVD system.
Given a certain set of input gases, it may not be possible to operate
experimentally in all of the phase fields of the diagram.
consider the H, reduction of TiCl. and BC1..

For example,

In this case, Ticl. and

BC1, are the Ti and B source gases and the CVD experimentalist is
restricted to a small region of the Ti-B-Cl-H tetrahedron bounded by
the Cl-H edge.

The experimentally accessible volume of the Ti-B-Cl-H

tetrahedron is a three sided pyramid as shown schematically in Figure 7.
To visualize this, consider the diagram shown in Figure 8.

On the Ti-

B-Cl face, (H/Cl = 0) the experimentalist cannot have conditions more
rich in Ti than pure TiCl

4

(80% CI).

Similarly, he cannot have con-

ditions more rich in B than pure BC1, (75% CI).

He can operate between

these two points by varying the BCl,/TiCl. ratio and this limit is
shown by a line running between TiCl. and BC1, (H/Cl ratio = 0 on
Figure 8 ) . The area to the right of this line (as shown by the arrows)
is accessible by adding CI- to the system (remember H/Cl = 0 so there
is no H- in this example).

The major portion of the diagram to the

left of this line is inaccessible to the experimentalist with the
given source gases.
H

2

Similar accessible areas can be calculated when

is present, e.g., at different H/Cl ratios, and plotted.

H/Cl ratios of one, five and infinity are shown in Figure 8.

Those for
As H/Cl

increases, the accessible area becomes smaller and comes to a point at
H/Cl » 1 e.g., on the Ti-B-H face of the tetrahedron.
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Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Accessible volume of the Ti-B-Cl-H
system for TiCl. and BC1, source gases.

Accessible areas of the Ti-B-Cl-H system
for TiCl. and BC1, sources gases at
H/CI = o; i, 5, ».
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The benefits of this accessibility approach can be demonstrated
by overlaying the accessibility diagram on the phase diagram.
example is shown in Figure 9 for H/Cl » 1 at 1200K.
the boundary of the accessible area.

An

Line PQ represents

The boundary of the TiB, + Gas

phase field is shown by a dotted line'. If BC1, and TiCl. ratios are
chosen such that B/Ti = 1 (and sufficient H, is added to reach H/Cl = 1)
point 0 is the CVD operating point or bulk reactant gas composition.
This point lies well inside the TiB- + Gas field and should produce
TiB, under equilibrium conditions.

Movement along line PQ is accom-

plished by varying the BCl,/TiCl. ratio (and hence the B/Ti ratio) and
movement to the right of 0 is accomplished by adding gas (H + CI) which
has H/Cl equal to one.

By adding enough gas, it is possible to enter

the Gas single phase field where no deposition of TiB. will occur.
This was the method used to verify this boundary in the previous
section.

Tie line construction and the lever rule will predict

efficiency for any point 0 in a multiphase field.
Overlaying the accessibility and phase diagrams at 120QK for
various H/Cl ratios indicates that it is not thermodynamically possible
to obtain Ti or TiB using TiCl. and BC1, source gases.

It is possible

to enter the B + TiB_ + Gas field, however, at some H/Cl ratios for
very high B/Ti ratios (See Figure 9 ) .

Unfortunately, for the experi-

mentalist, the overlap is very small and theoretical efficiencies would
be very low.

It is doubtful that much if any B would be co-deposited

with TiB 2

Other information contained in the diagrrm includes which B/Ti
ratios to use for higher thermodynamic yields.

As tie line construc-

tion will show for the various bulk reactant gas compositions in
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Fig. 9.

Superposition of the phase diagram
and accessibility diagram for TiCl
and BCI3 source gases at 1200K,
H/Cl = 1.

4

Figure 9, high or low B/Ti ratios would not be desirable since the
operating point more closely approaches the TiB, + Gas/Gas boundary.
Similarly adding HC1 will decrease yields.

Comparing the diagrams for

1200K and 800K, it can be seen that increased yields should be obtained
at 1200K due to the increased curvature of TiB, + Gas/Gas boundary at
1200K.
Optimizing Yield and Accessibility
Temperature does not affect the basic geometry of the phase diagram
to a large extent in the 800-1200K temperature range but system
chemistry does.

In particular, the H/Cl ratio is quite effective in

changing the shape of the TiB, + Gas phase field.

Therefore, to the

experimentalist chemistry would be the first choice to optimize the
system.

Unfortunately, for TiCl., BC1, and H, source gases, the

accessible area changes with the H/Cl ratio as well (Figure 8) and it
literally follows the change in the TiB- + Gas/Gas boundary; thus
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after a point increasing H/Cl while maintaining TiCl., BC1, and H, as
source gases does not increase the theoretical yield.
There are other methods to accomplish substantial yield increases.
For example, other source gases are available such as B H .
2

fi

The

accessible areas of the diagram using TiCl. and B^H, as source gases
(and H

2

and CI, as diluents) are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Both the

shape and the extent of the accessible area have changed.

The access-

ible area at 1200K and H/Cl = 1 is as shown in Figure 12. Point 0 is
the operating point for pure TiCl. and B,H, (e.g., B/Ti = 1.33).

The

area to the right of 0 (as shown by the small arrows) is again
accessible by adding H + CI. Note that with TiCl. and B H , source
2

gases the movement restrictions on 0 are different from those of
Figure 9.

Point 0 cannot move along PQ unless the H/Cl ratio changes

and, of course, the shape of the TiB- + Gas field will change accordingly.

Comparing the position of 0 in Figures 9 and 12 and applying

the lever rule, it can be seen that using B H
2

the equilibrium yield substantially.

g

as a B source increases

At 1200K and H/Cl = 1, the

optimum operating point for both BC1, and B_H B source gases is B/Ti
g

~1.33.

Under these conditions, using B H , would result in a yield
2

incrrase of ~330% over BC1,.

Such large yield gains have been experi25
mentally noted by other investigators.
CONCLUSIONS
The procedures diEcr.ssed above provide a simple and direct method
for calculating and displaying equilibrium relationships in relatively
complex CVD systems.

The efficient and systematic nature of the method

allows a comprehensive examination of the entire chemical system of
interest.
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Graphical display of the results on phase diagrams which

8

TH
Fig. 10. Accessible volume or the Ti-B-Cl-H
system for TiCl and B H source gases.
4

2

6

Pig. 11. Accessible areas of the Ti-B-Cl-H
system for TiCl and B2Hg source gases
at H/Cl = 0, 1, 5, ».
4
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G

\
IiCI

4

• B H
2

6

INPUT CASES

1J00K
H/CI • 1.0

Fig. 12.

Superposition of the phase
diagram and accessibility
diagram for TiCl* and B2H6
source gases at I200K, H/Cl = 1

obey the phase rule provide a powerful tool for guiding experimental
studies, interpreting experimental data, evaluating potential CVD
source gases for optimal yields, and appraising the feasibility of
depositing compounds that have not been investigated empirically by
CVD techniques.
The results for the Ti-B-Cl-H system suggest that phase relationships are far more sensitive to changes in system chemistry than they
are to changes in temperature.

It would be of interest to determine

if this generalization is also true for other CVD systems and for other
temperatures outside the range employed in this study.

The results

for the Ti-B-Cl-H system also suggest that equilibrium is closely
approached under typical CVD conditions for TiB, deposition.

Hence,

thermodynamic studies have significant predictive value for this CVD
system.
34
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APPENDIX
The gas phase equilibrium distributions reported in this study
were calculated subject to constraints on temperature (T), total
pressure (P), element mas3 balances (b,, b »
2

.../ b „ ) , and chemical

potentials (u, , u,' •••' ^M'•
method of computation is an adap20
tation of the free energy minimization technique of White et al.,
T

h

e

which was developed for problems where a full set of element mass
balances is in force.

The adaptation is applicable when one or more

chemical potential (or fugacity) constraints replace one or more
element mass balances.
In the mass balance constrained formulation of White et al.,20
the free energy minimization of a perfect gas mixture* of M elemsntal
components containing N species leads to a symmetric set of M + 1
linear equations in the M + 1 unknowns IK, Il-r ...r H < and U:
M

N
E

ll"l

+

r

12 2
E

+

•"

+

r

lM M
n

V

+

" S

a

i,l i
g

(

m)

1=1

(1)

r

lM i
n

+

Vl

+

r

2 M 2 + •••
n

b

+

2 2 + ••• +
n

^MM M
n

b

M M
n

+

V

+

°-

= j ^ i,M*i
a

U

im)

N
" gj_ 9i(.l»

*The derivation given here is for a perfect gas mixture in which each
gas species of the mixture obeys the ideal gas equation of state. This
procedure is followed for convenience only. Real gas behavior can
easily be incorporated into the derivation by substituting appropriate
fugacity-partial pressure relationships into (3) and (4).
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where:
(a) m is a set of approximate equilibrium molar quantities for
species i through N (i.e., m,,ra,,..., m ^ ) .
(b) the total Gibbs free energy for the ith species is
g^m) = m

i

(y^RT).

(2)

Note that JJ^/RT for a gas mixture can be expressed
U /RT = w?/RT + l n ^
±

(3)

where f. is the fugacity of i, \L. is the standard Gibbs energy
for i, and R is the universal gas constant. The fugacity of i
in a perfect gas mixture may be taken as the partial pressure
(p.) from which it follows that
f

±

= (m./m) P

(4)

where
N

m = 2 m.
i=l
t

(5)

Substituting (4) into (3) gives
l^/RT = C

±

+ I n (nvj/ra)

(6)

where
C. H ji?/RT + I n P .
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(7)

Hence (2) may be-rewritten in terms of m:
g (m) = m
i

i

[Cj + In m ^ m ] .

(8)

(c) a., is the stoichiometric coefficient defining the number of
atoms of element j'in species i.
(d) b. is the mass balance constraint for element j :

x

(e) r .

(9)

j = .S » « i -

b

i3

is a constant defined by

k

N
r

jk

g

s

< ij ik i = kj
a

x

a

)m

r

M.k = l

M.

(10)

(f) It^, H , ..,, n„ are the Lagrange undetermined multipliers.
2

(g) U is defined by
0 s (ii/m) - 1

(11)

where n is defined analogously to (5) and n is the set of improved
molar quantities (n., n , ..., n ) .
2

N

The symmetric set of linear equations (1) is solved to obtain
11

1' 2 ' '•'' M '
n

n

a n < 3

U

'

T

n

e

s

e

values and (8) are used to obtain an

improved set of molar quantities from
_ —
n. = -g, (m) + (n/in)m. + 5J -i -? t •
1

a

n

n

(12)

20
which was derived by White et al.
The improved set (n) is then used as the set of approximate
equilibrium molar quantities (m) for the next iteration by calculating

(8) and (10), substituting into (1), and solving for new values of 31,,
n > •••. n , and U.
2

This procedure is repeated until the difference

M

between n and m satisfies a specified convergence criteria.

The final

set n gives the molar amounts of each species at equilibrium subject
to a full set of mass balance constraints.
When one or more element mass balance constraints is replaced by
one or more fixed chemical potentials, the symmetric set of linear
equations in (1) is altered.

Dropping a constraint such as (9) in

effect removes an equation of the form

r

3k"j jlh
+

r

•'• VM

+

+

j = .?, ij9i< >

+ b

U

a

< >

m
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from (1).
At equilibrium, (12) becomes
M

gi

(n)

which with (8) and (6) gives
M
S a. ,11. = C . + In n./n = y./RT
j=l 3 J
x

1

x

(14)

x

Hence, a linear equation with unknowns II., II-, ..., n

is obtained by

fixing the chemical potential (or fugacity) of a species.

For example,

fixing the chemical potential of species s (y_/RT = constant) gives
a
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si i
n

+

a

a2 2
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+

a

s M M = ><s
n

/RT

( 1 5 )

Replacing element mass balance constraints (9) with fixed chemical
potentials (or fugacities) implies equations of the form (15) replace
equations such as (13) in (1). The new symmetric matrix becomes
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R T

/RT

Vg

+ 0-U = ^

Equations (16), like (1). are solved for Jl,,

9 i

(m).

n,, ..., H„, and 0.

These values are used to obtain a new set n from (12). The improved
set is used in (16) on the next iteration, and the procedure is
repeated until n and m converge. The final set n will be an equilibrium
distribution satisfying the element mass balances retained and the
fixed chemical potentials. The masses of elements for which mass
balance constraints were discarded can now be calculated from n using
equations analogous to (9).
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The following precautions must be followed to avoid problems in
applying this procedure*
(a) Chemical potentials rauBt not be set at values which are
impossible to achieve in the equilibrium gas at the T and P
of interest.
(b) The specified chemical potentials must be independent of each
other.

For example, if v

n

°2

and y„ _ are fixed, u„
H

2°

H

can not

2

also be arbitrarily specified because of the reaction relation
between 0 , H-0, and H .
2

2

(c) The number of chemical potentials that may be arbitrarily
specified i.i limited, of course, by the phase rule.
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